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There has been an urgent need for a simple and concise guide which teaches the basics of prayer
for Muslims. This book has been designed forÂ people who don't know how to pray yet or those
who aren't sure whether they learned correctly or not. In this book you will learn the prayers by
reading clear and simple descriptions of what to do along with pictures to make sure you understood
correctly. One of the unique features of this book is that it doesn't limit itself to teaching the rituals
behind the prayer only. Rather, there is anÂ entire chapter dedicated to learning the meanings
behind each statement and action in the prayer.
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I was very pleased with this book. It was very informative with clear pictures and understandable
explanations of each step within a fard prayer. He also offers explanations for the wudhu, and he
provides a good transliteration of the Arabic spoken during the prayers. I highly recommend this
book for anyone who wants to learn how to pray as a Muslim.

This is a real nice little book. It clearly explains the meaning behind the prayer positions as well as
giving the words in Arabic, arabic transliteration and in english.

I was searching for a clear step-by-step guide and this book is just that. What I especially like is the
book teaches you in stages so you don't have to learn everything all at once and can begin
practicing right away.

Being new to Islam I found this book to be very helpful! It has a simple and easy to understand
layout with Arabic and English translations and photos to help you understand the body positions of
the prayer. I think this is a great book for new English speaking Muslims. A must read!

This book is amazing, Alhamdulillah! I would recommend this for anyone who is going to convert to
Islam, a wonderful guide to prayer!! Thank you for this!!

This book is very informative and plain written, easy to understand. It sure helped me to know what
to do at prayer time. Thankyou so much for publishinbg this book. Its not a thick book and its clear in
the instructions. I hope many will buy and enjoy this book ! I am.

I've recommended this book greatly and have shared it with a few new Muslims. It is extremely
resourceful for new Muslims in particular in aiding them to learn the steps of prayer, one point at a
time and is extremely detailed with illustrations on the various positions of the prayer. The book is
short but extremely comprehensive and also adds on along with it Arabic transliterations and
translations for those having difficulty with the language. The book is also very affordable and is
worth every penny invested.

This book is very well written in regards to how you should pray in Islam. Very easy to follow,very
easy to understand.I am really enjoying it.It has opened my eyes to understanding the true Muslim
faith, not the radical stuff that you hear about on the news that gives true Muslims a bad name.
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